Revolutionising Surgical Anatomy Teaching Using Endoscopic Videos
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Background

• Surgical anatomy must be taught in a more clinically relevant format
integrating multimodal resources, to meet the needs of the current
generation of medical students
• Relative anatomy is poorly taught especially with displaying complex
regional structures
• Endoscopic approach is adopted in various forms across general
surgery, urology, gynaecology, otolaryngology and neurosurgery. Its
ability to navigate confined spaces and visualise deep-seated structures
makes it an attractive medium to understand key relationships
between nerves, vessels, spaces and tissue planes1
• Video modality is more engaging and easily accessible and offers
students the flexibility to study materials at their own time and pace

Objectives

• To integrate endoscopic images and videos with traditional
methods (atlas drawings, anatomical models, dissections) to
provide a more clinically relevant and engaging means of
teaching and learning surgical anatomy

Example 1 Pelvic anatomy
Learning points:
● Understand the relationship between subserous myomas and
surrounding uterine structures
Methods: uterine manipulator pulled caudally and anteriorly during
laparoscopy

Fig 1. Relation of subserous myoma to surrounding uterine structures during
diagnostic gynaecological laparoscopy2

Example 2 Cerebellopontine angle (CPA) anatomy
Learning points:
● Understand the relationship between arteries of the posterior cerebral
circulation and cranial nerves in CPA
● Understand how anatomy is distorted by pathologies such as
neurovascular compression, aneurysm, tumours in CPA
Methods: Zero-degree endoscope inserted into retrosigmoidal craniotomy

Fig 3. Endoscopic view of the origin of the trigeminal (CN V), facial (VII) and
vestibulocochlear (VIII) nerves during epidermoid tumour removal in the CPA

Example 3 Middle ear anatomy
Learning points:
● Understand the relationship between nerves (chorda tympani, facial
nerve), bones (malleus, incus, stapes) and lesions (cholesteatoma) in the
middle ear
● Understand how anatomy is distorted by pathologies in the middle ear
and can cause complications such as facial nerve paralysis

Fig 3. Illustrated chorda tympani nerve location relative to the middle ear (left)4
and a large cholesteatoma of ear with exposure of head of malleus visualized by
transmitting an endoscope through the ear canal (right)5

Discussion

Advantages
● Motivates students to visualise relationships between anatomical
structures in clinical context
● Endoscope allows high magnification and access to deep anatomy
● Helps students adapt early on to view anatomy from surgical
approaches in current use
Challenges
● Learning curve in visualising anatomy from different angles of
endoscopic views
● Students need to gain basic theoretical knowledge of anatomical
structures prior to viewing the videos
Future studies should evaluate the effectiveness of incorporating
endoscopic videos into curriculum on student learning and explore
students’ perceptions and interest using this mode of delivery

Conclusion
Fig 2. Visualising the relationship between cranial nerves and arteries of posterior
circulation in CPA through atlas drawing (left)2 and endoscopic approach in anatomical
specimen (top right).1 Endoscopic view (bottom right) of the offending superior
cerebellar artery (SCA) loop compressing trigeminal nerve, CN V, during microvascular
decompression in trigeminal neuralgia (bottom right).3 AICA, anterior inferior
cerebellar artery; CN III, oculomotor nerve; CN VI, abducens nerve.

Endoscopic surgery videos may provide an engaging means of teaching
and learning surgical anatomy in the clinical context
● Increase depth of students’ understanding into the relationships
between structures, vessels, nerves and tissue planes
● Inspire them to appreciate the relevance of anatomical principles in an
array of medical and surgical conditions
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